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Chapter 331: Three women for a drama (3) 

When Xia ruofei walked out of the kitchen, he saw the three women sitting in the living room and 

chatting animatedly. Those who did not know the truth would never have thought that just an hour ago, 

the three women were still having all sorts of open and secret confrontations. ‘Women are the most 

complicated creatures in the world ...’ Xia ruofei laughed bitterly to himself. He took a deep breath and 

walked to the three of them with the Chinese medicine bags. He smiled as he handed the six sealed 

Chinese medicine to Jiang Yue and said,””Jiang Yue, take this medicine three times a day after meals. 

Your symptoms should stop acting up after two days.” Jiang Yue was already very shy in front of Xia 

ruofei. When she thought about the fact that the Chinese medicine was meant to treat her period pain, 

she became even more embarrassed and her face turned red. Jiang Yue lowered her head and quickly 

took the Chinese medicine bag.”Thank you, brother Xia!” From the beginning to the end, Jiang Yue did 

not dare to meet Xia ruofei’s eyes. She kept her head lowered throughout the entire process. From Xia 

ruofei’s angle, he could even see a faint blush on Jiang Yue’s tender neck. Although he did not have any 

such thoughts about Jiang Yue, he could not help but feel a trace of tender love for her. “You’re 

welcome,” Xia ruofei said with a smile. After Jiang Yue received the medicine, she mustered up her 

courage and said,””Brother Xia, sister Qingxue just showed us around the farm, and you even boiled 

some Chinese medicine for me, so ... We won’t disturb you ... We’ll go back to school first!” After saying 

that, Jiang Yue pulled Lu You and stood up. “Youyou, Yueyue,” Ling Qingxue said with a smile,”weren’t 

you two talking about some cultivation experiment problem? Why don’t you let RUO Fei take a look?” 

Lu You’s eyes lit up when she heard that. She immediately said,””Yeah! If Xia ruofei can grow such high – 

Quality vegetables, he might be able to solve our problem!” Jiang Yue hesitated for a moment before 

she looked at Lu You and asked,””Youyou, is this appropriate?” “Suitable! What’s inappropriate about 

that?” Ling Qingxue rushed to say,”RUO Fei loves to help others the most, especially when a beautiful 

woman has a problem and needs help. He definitely won’t refuse, am I right, RUO Fei?” Xia ruofei had 

no idea what was going on and could only respond with a smile. “Yueyue, sister Qingxue is right,” Lu You 

said immediately.”It’s settled then. Let Xia ruofei help us take a look!” Xia ruofei didn’t know whether to 

laugh or cry. What’s the situation?” “You don’t need to worry about that!” Lu You said,”come to our 

school tomorrow! I need your help! You can’t stand us up!” With that, Lu You smiled sweetly at Ling 

Qingxue and said,””Sister Qingxue, we’ll take our leave then! Thank you for being our tour guide and for 

reminding me. ” “You’re welcome. Aren’t we already friends?”Ling Qingxue smiled. There’s no need to 

be so formal between friends. ” “Oh, that’s right.” Ling Qingxue continued,”your mother helped us a lot 

last time. Please help me convey my gratitude when you go back.” “Sister Qingxue, I’ll pass on your 

words.” Lu You said,”but don’t worry. I am me, and my mother is my mother. I will never use my 

mother’s identity to do things for myself. In fact, no one in the school knows my mother’s identity 

except Yueyue.” Lu You’s words seemed to have a hidden meaning. Ling Qingxue smiled and nodded. 

She did not continue the topic and instead accompanied Xia ruofei to send the two girls out. Xia ruofei 

only heaved a sigh of relief when Lu You’s car had left the villa’s courtyard. He turned around and saw 

Ling Qingxue looking at him with a half – Smile on her face. His expression froze for a moment before he 

laughed awkwardly and said,”Qingxue, let me explain ...” Ling Qingxue smiled and said,”explain what?” 

You didn’t do anything to let me down. ” “Yes, yes, yes! My love for you can be seen by the sun and 

moon! “My loyalty can move the heavens and earth ...” Xia ruofei said immediately. “Alright, alright! 

“Glib tongue ...” Ling Qingxue burst out laughing. “Wife, you’re not angry anymore, right?” Xia ruofei 



asked carefully. Ling Qingxue deliberately put on a straight face and said,”looking at you, who knows 

how many girls you’ll get in the future!” Do you think I can handle it?” “No, no, definitely not.” Xia ruofei 

said immediately. However, when he said this, he could not help but think of a few girls. For example, Lu 

You, Jiang Yue, and ... The hot Monica he met in Shen Cheng city ... However, Xia ruofei quickly threw 

these thoughts to the back of his mind. He put his arm around Ling Qingxue’s waist and said 

cheekily,””Wife, now that the third wheel has left, we can continue ...” “Continue, your head!” Ling 

Qingxue pushed Xia ruofei’s hand away and said,”I’m going back too. You can continue on by yourself 

...” Ling Qingxue seemed to have thought of something, and she couldn’t help but burst out laughing. 

Then, Ling Qingxue strode towards her Porsche 911. Xia ruofei hurried over and said,””Qingxue, don’t 

go! Didn’t you say you weren’t angry anymore?” “I’m not angry!” Ling Qingxue smiled and said,”I just 

want to go home.” “But ... But didn’t you say ... You’re staying tonight?” Xia ruofei deliberately made a 

pitiful expression and tried to make Ling Qingxue stay. Ling Qingxue opened the car door and got in. She 

smiled sweetly at Xia ruofei and said,””You believe a woman’s words? I wanted to stay, but I suddenly 

changed my mind ...” With that, Ling Qingxue started the car and stepped on the accelerator. The 

Porsche 911 whizzed out of the villa, leaving behind a cloud of smoke. Xia ruofei smiled bitterly as he 

stood in the courtyard. He felt as if ten thousand alpacas were galloping across his heart ... 

Chapter 332: A girl’s thoughts (1) 

Xia ruofei went back to his room gloomily. There was still a faint fragrance from Ling Qingxue on the 

bed. If it was not for Lu You and Jiang Yue’s sudden arrival, Xia ruofei would probably have gone to the 

mountains of Wushan with Ling Qingxue. However, there were no’ if’s in everything. The reality was that 

Xia ruofei was once again a loner. Xia ruofei did not mind that Lu You and Jiang Yue had returned, but 

Ling Qingxue was clearly holding a grudge against him. This gave Xia ruofei a huge headache. He sat on 

the bed in a daze for a while, then called Ling Qingxue unwillingly. The phone rang a few times before 

Ling Qingxue picked up. “I’m driving ... What’s the matter?” Ling Qingxue asked. Her voice was still calm, 

and Xia ruofei could not hear any dissatisfaction. However, the way she drove away had already told Xia 

ruofei that she was a little angry. Xia ruofei scratched his head and said,”that ... Qingxue, didn’t you say 

that you’re here today to bring the winery contract for me to sign?” You left in a hurry just now, and I 

didn’t even have time to sign the contract! Why don’t you ... Come back again?” “There’s no rush for the 

contract. I’ll find another time! I’ve been busy recently, why don’t you come to my company 

tomorrow?” Ling Qingxue said,”ruofei, if there’s nothing else, I’ll hang up first. It’s not safe to call while 

driving ...” “Wait!” Xia ruofei quickly said. Qingxue ... Lu you and I are really just ordinary friends. I’ve 

only met Jiang Yue by chance. Strictly speaking, we can’t even be considered friends. Please don’t be 

angry ...” “I’m not angry!” Ling Qingxue smiled and said,”I just suddenly remembered that I have 

something to deal with, so I have to go back to the company immediately ...” As if I’d believe you ... Xia 

ruofei muttered in his heart. “That ... That ...” Xia ruofei stammered for a long time but could not think 

of what to say.”Oh right! Didn’t you just promise Lu You and the others that I will help them tomorrow? 

I don’t even know the situation! You should at least tell me what I’m going to do tomorrow, right?” “I’m 

not too sure about that!” Ling Qingxue giggled and said,”I think it’s about her school’s Club. You’ll know 

when you go tomorrow.” “You ... You didn’t even know what it was and you agreed to it?” Xia ruofei was 

speechless.”How do you know that I can help?” What if I can’t do anything even after I go? wouldn’t I be 

blowing my own trumpet?” “So you’re blaming me, RUO Fei?” Ling Qingxue asked casually. “No, no...” 

Xia ruofei smiled bitterly.”But ... I ... Forget it, I’ll go!” “Don’t you like to help others? You should be very 

happy, especially when a beautiful woman has a request! Why do you still look so unhappy?” Ling 



Qingxue asked with a smile. “Qingxue, I’m not that bad.” Xia ruofei forced a smile and said,”why don’t 

you come with me tomorrow?” “I’m not going to join in the fun!” Ling Qingxue pouted and said,”I’m not 

talking to you anymore. I’m still driving!” I’ll hang up first ...” The moment Ling Qingxue finished 

speaking, Xia ruofei heard the busy toot from the phone. He put away his phone with a bitter smile. A 

girl’s thoughts were really too hard to guess ... Ling Qingxue was obviously jealous, but she just wouldn’t 

admit it. Moreover, she clearly didn’t like him dating Lu You and Jiang Yue, but she still took on this 

inexplicable job for him. Xia ruofei was also puzzled and could only shake his head with a bitter smile. 

Thinking about Lu You whom he was going to meet tomorrow, Xia ruofei was filled with anger. This girl 

was too willful! He had deliberately brought up the matter of treatment in the courtyard just now. If he 

had not brought it up, Ling Qingxue would not have left immediately even if she felt a little 

uncomfortable. At the thought of this, Xia ruofei took out his phone angrily and called Lu You. “What’s 

up? I’m driving!” Lu You’s words were exactly the same as Ling Qingxue ‘s. In fact, her tone was even 

colder. “What do you think?” Xia ruofei said unhappily,”why did you mention your aunt’s pain for no 

reason today? Are you trying to ruin my show?” “I didn ‘t!” Lu You said in an innocent tone,”I’m telling 

the truth ... I’m not making things up. Besides, I was complimenting your medical skills, not defaming 

you!” “Praise your head ...” Xia ruofei said angrily,”stop playing dumb!” Do you think it’s easy for me to 

find a girlfriend? I’ve only been here for a while, and you’ve already driven me away!” Lu You couldn’t 

help but burst out laughing when she heard that. She said,””Sister Qingxue is leaving too?” “Nonsense!” 

Xia ruofei said with a straight face,”if you didn’t mess things up, we would be fine!” “Hmph! You deserve 

it!” Lu You said. Xia ruofei gritted his teeth and said,”hey, Lu You, are we not compatible?” In the past, 

we would always quarrel whenever we met. Later on, when I was on a plane with you, we even 

encountered turbulence in the clear sky. I almost broke my back. This time, my girlfriend was so angry 

that she ran away!” When Lu You, who was driving, heard Xia ruofei mention the plane ride, her heart 

rippled again for no reason. Her tone became much gentler.””I was wrong this time ... You’re a man, 

don’t be so petty!” “Can I not be angry?” Xia ruofei said,”it wasn’t easy for me to find a girlfriend. If 

Qingxue breaks up with me, are you going to compensate me?” 

Chapter 333: A girl’s thoughts (2) 

“I’ll pay!” Lu You smiled and said,”I’ll compensate you with a beautiful woman! What do you think of 

Yueyue?” Xia ruofei immediately felt very embarrassed. He also heard Jiang Yue shyly stopping Lu You 

from speaking. “Stop fooling around ...” Xia ruofei laughed awkwardly.”People aren’t goods. Do you 

think they can be exchanged for something of equal value?” “Gutless!” Lu You said in disdain. “Then ... 

What do you need my help with?” Xia ruofei asked,”you should at least let me know in advance!” “I’m 

driving! I’ll let Yueyue tell you. ” Lu You said. Xia ruofei heard Jiang Yue’s nervous voice. After a long 

while, Jiang Yue’s timid voice could be heard,””Brother Xia ...” “Jiang Yue, what is it that you want me to 

go to school tomorrow?” Xia ruofei tried to speak as gently as possible. Facing this timid and shy girl, Xia 

ruofei couldn’t bring himself to be ruthless. “We ... Youyou, I, and a few other classmates have some 

problems with the orchids that we’ve been cultivating together.” Jiang Yue replied,”sister Qingxue said 

that you’re very good at plant cultivation and that you’ve even managed to grow some beautiful 

succulent plants in the past. So, she suggested that you help her take a look.” “Orchid?” Xia ruofei was 

also stunned.”But I’ve never raised orchids before!” “Is that so ...” Jiang Yue appeared a little 

disappointed.”Forget it then, big brother Xia. How about ... I don’t bother you anymore ...” Xia ruofei 

thought for a while and asked,”Jiang Yue, is this pot of orchids very important to you?” Did you get 

someone to help you check it?” “I’ve asked a gardening teacher to come over to take a look, but the 



problem hasn’t been solved. In fact, it seems to be getting worse.” Jiang Yue said,”but it’s okay. This is 

not important. Brother Xia, we’ll think of another way!” At this moment, Xia ruofei heard Lu You, who 

was driving beside Jiang Yue, say,””How can it not be important? This plant was going to participate in 

the southeast province University flower exhibition! This is the exhibit that our gardening club is 

focusing on cultivating. If the problem is not solved, how are we going to participate in the exhibition?” 

“Youyou, we’ll think of another way ...” Jiang Yue said hurriedly,”big brother Xia, it’s really okay ...” Xia 

ruofei smiled and said,”Jiang Yue, since I’m free tomorrow, I’ll come and help you guys take a look!” But 

as I said just now, I’ve never raised orchids before, so I’m not sure if I can help. You’d better not have 

too much hope. ” “Good! Thank you, brother Xia! “I’ll have to trouble you then ...”Jiang Yue quickly said. 

When she heard that Xia ruofei would be there the next day, her heart was filled with joy. Xia ruofei 

hung up the phone and threw it on the bed. Then, he let out a long sigh and fell back on the bed, staring 

at the White ceiling in a daze. It was dinner time when ye Lingyun came to knock on the door. He got up 

from the bed, went to the bathroom to wash up, and went downstairs for dinner. During the meal, ye 

Lingyun and Li Zhifu didn’t ask about what happened that day. Instead, they talked about the production 

of tea leaves. Xia ruofei was curious as well. He realized that ye Lingyun was able to chat with li Zhifu 

freely now. From time to time, terms that he had never heard before would come out of his mouth. 

“Ling Yun, it seems like you’ve gained a lot today!” Xia ruofei laughed. How was it? Did you get into the 

house?” “It’s still early!”Said li Zhifu. Just these theoretical things were enough for Xiao Ye to learn for a 

long time! And our tea – making skills are all based on practice, just like how you shoot targets in the 

Army. Sharpshooters are trained by bullets!” “Mr. Li, how should Ling Yun practice?” Xia ruofei asked 

curiously. We don’t have any Tea Green here!” “There’s no hurry. Let’s first remember everything that 

needs to be remembered.” Li Zhifu said confidently,”when I can practice, I will have a way.” “Alright! It 

seems that you, the teacher, have already prepared the teaching case. ” Xia ruofei chuckled and 

said,”old Mr. Li, what do you think? This student of Ling Yun’s not bad, right?” “It’s passable!” Li Zhifu 

said,”his learning attitude is still very good, and his comprehension is also not bad. However, whether he 

really succeeds or not, it will still depend on his practice in the future!” “It’ll definitely work!” Xia ruofei 

replied,”I have confidence in Ling Yun! Even such a difficult subject in the field troops could not stump 

him! There’s definitely no problem with tea!” Ye Lingyun chuckled when he heard that. He saw that li 

Zhifu had finished his bowl of rice, so he quickly got up to bring him more. After a day, he had the 

awareness of being a student. After dinner, Xia ruofei still felt a little depressed, so he brought lightning 

to the farm for a walk. First, he went to the orchard at the back of the mountain. The lychee trees that 

he had planted a few days ago had all survived, and they were all growing more energetic. Xia ruofei 

arrived at the water tower at the top of the mountain. He looked around carefully to make sure that no 

one was spying on them. Then, he took out a small bottle of diluted flower petal solution and added it to 

the pool. Then, Xia ruofei brought lightning down the mountain. They strolled from the vegetable 

greenhouse to the construction site where they were still working overtime. They strolled around the 

entire farm before sitting on a stone bench by the side of the road. He took out a cigarette and lit it. In 

the quiet farm, Xia ruofei sat alone on the stone bench. Lightning was lying quietly by his feet. The street 

lamp not far away cast a long shadow on the lamp post. It was a quiet scene. 

Chapter 334: The girl’s thoughts (3) 

Slowly, Xia ruofei’s emotions calmed down. He sat there until nineo’ clock before he got up and went 

back to the villa with lightning. In the yard, Xia ruofei played with lightning affectionately for a while 

before letting it go back to its nest to sleep. He then pushed the door open and entered the villa. Li Zhifu 



had already returned to his room to rest. Ye Lingyun was sitting on the sofa alone, watching TV. Seeing 

Xia ruofei return, ye Lingyun quickly stood up to greet him. Xia ruofei nodded and said,””Ling Yun, you 

should rest early too! You don’t have to patrol at night, you must be tired. ” “It’s fine, brother Xia!” Ye 

Lingyun chuckled.”I have good stamina, so I’m fine! The vegetables on our farm are so valuable. If 

there’s a thief, we’ll suffer a huge loss!” “Don’t we have infrared surveillance cameras? If someone were 

to climb over the wall, they’d give a warning. ” Xia ruofei said,”just sleep well at night. Aren’t the 

surveillance cameras in your room?” “I understand, brother Xia.” Ye linyun smiled. “By the way, when 

will the few comrades you mentioned arrive?” Xia ruofei asked. “Within these two days!” Ye Lingyun 

replied,”I’m the one who booked their tickets, but their departure points are all different. The latest one 

should be able to arrive the day after tomorrow.” Xia ruofei nodded and agreed. If I’m not at home, 

please help them settle down. I’ve already asked manager li to give them two mobile houses. We’ll let 

them overcome the problem for a few days, and there won’t be a problem when our house is built. ” 

“Alright!” Ye linyun said,”don’t worry, brother Xia! We’re all from poor backgrounds, so it’s fine as long 

as we have a place to live. ” Xia ruofei nodded and walked upstairs. When he reached the stairs, he 

stopped and turned his head.””Oh right, Ling Yun, I have to make a trip to the city tomorrow. I might not 

be coming for lunch. Old Mr. Li’s medicine is in the refrigerator. Remember to heat it up for him to drink 

after meals every day. ” “Understood!” Ye linyun said. Xia ruofei then went back to his room. The next 

morning, Xia ruofei left Taoyuan farm in his pickup truck after breakfast and headed straight for the 

city’s Sanshan University. Considering that Knight XV would be too eye – catching on campus, Xia ruofei 

chose a low – Profile pickup truck. Xia ruofei arrived at Sanshan University at around half – past eight. 

The last time he visited professor Tian, professor Tian had helped him apply for a car pass, so Xia ruofei’s 

pickup truck could enter the campus without any hindrance. He slowed down the car and took out his 

phone to call Lu You as he drove. “Lu You, I’m already here.” Xia ruofei asked,”where shall we meet?” 

“We just got up!” Lu You said sleepily,”wait for a while below our dormitory. You can enter the second 

dormitory building on the right.” Xia ruofei smiled bitterly and shook his head.””Alright! Then hurry up 

...” “I know, I know, it’ll be quick! Ten minutes!” Lu You said and hung up the phone. Xia ruofei realized 

that he had already driven past it, so he turned around at the intersection in front and drove back for a 

while. He saw colorful girls ‘clothes hanging outside the window of the second dormitory building. He 

knew that he had found the right place, so he stopped the car not far away from the dormitory building 

and waited. This wait lasted for more than half an hour. It was only at 9:10 am that Xia ruofei saw Lu 

You, who had said on the phone that she would be down in ten minutes, walking out of the dormitory 

building. Beside her was Jiang Yue, who had obviously dressed up. Xia ruofei had no energy to complain 

about the time the girls spent dressing up before leaving the house. The unit of measurement must be 

different from usual. They said that one minute was probably 200 seconds ... 

Chapter 335: The gardening club (1) 

Xia ruofei rolled down the window and waved at Lu You and Jiang Yue. When Jiang Yue saw Xia ruofei, 

her eyes lit up and she quickened her pace. Lu You also subconsciously took two steps forward. Then, 

she seemed to have realized something and slowed down her pace. “Brother Xia, I’m sorry! “Sorry for 

making you wait ...” Jiang Yue said, a little embarrassed. “It’s okay, get in the car!” Xia ruofei said with a 

warm smile. Lu You and Jiang Yue both sat in the back of the pickup truck. Lu You pouted and said,”this 

car is too cheap!” You clearly have a good car, but you don’t drive it, pretending to be low – Key?” Xia 

ruofei said indifferently,”isn’t a car just a means of transportation?” It was good enough that it could be 

opened. Tell me, where are you going ...” Lu You glanced at Xia ruofei and said,””Just drive forward! It’s 



in the old Chemistry Department building. ” Xia ruofei started the car and drove in the direction that Lu 

You had pointed. “Big brother Xia, I brought you some breakfast. Have some first ...” Jiang Yue said 

softly. “I’ve already had breakfast ...” Xia ruofei noticed the disappointed expression on Jiang Yue’s face 

through the rearview mirror and his heart softened. He said,”but I’m a little hungry after driving for so 

long. Thank you!” Jiang Yue’s face immediately bloomed into a happy smile as she quickly handed the 

bag in her hand to Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei slowed down the car and reached out to take it. “”It’s the little 

steamed buns! Not bad, not bad ...” “Brother Xia, try it while it’s hot!” Jiang Yue said shyly. Xia ruofei 

nodded. He held the steering wheel with one hand and stuffed a steamed bun into his mouth with the 

other. As he chewed, he said,”yes, yes!” It tastes really good ... I didn’t expect the chef in your canteen 

to be so good at cooking!” Lu You rolled her eyes and said,”what canteen chef?” This is Li’s soup 

dumplings. Yueyue went out to line up at 6 p.m. To buy breakfast ...” The Li’s soup dumplings were a 

famous snack in Sanshan city. There was a long line of people who wanted to buy them every morning. 

They only sold 200 baskets a day and closed the stall after they were sold out, so it was not easy to buy 

them. Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, and an unnatural expression appeared on his face. Jiang 

Yue’s face turned red from embarrassment and she interrupted Lu You’s words in a panic. She handed a 

cup of soy milk to the front and said,””Brother Xia, have some soy milk!” Xia ruofei reached out to take 

it and placed it on the cup holder beside his seat. Then, he said,”Thank you, Jiang Yue!” “You’re 

welcome!” Jiang Yue said with a shy smile. Very quickly, Xia ruofei drove the car to the designated 

location according to Lu You’s directions. This was a rather old teaching building. It was originally used 

by the chemistry Department. Now that the chemistry Department had moved to a new building, this 

place was under the use of the Student Union and some student clubs. Lu You and Jiang Yue were both 

members of Sanshan University’s gardening club. After the three of them got out of the car, they walked 

into the building together. Lu You said as they walked,””Xia ruofei, Yueyue and I are in charge of taking 

care of the orchid in our gardening club. There have been some problems recently. Please help us take a 

look at it!” “Brother Xia, it’s fine if you can’t help.” Jiang Yue chimed in,”after all, you’ve never raised 

orchids before ...” “Yueyue, Xia ruofei can even grow vegetables from a paradise. What’s the big deal 

about treating a pot of orchids?” Lu You said,”he will definitely be able to help. Right, Xia ruofei?” “I 

can’t guarantee anything. Let’s see!” Xia ruofei said. “Tsk ...” Lu You pouted slightly and said,”sister 

Qingxue is praising you to the heavens! You can’t even handle a small pot of orchids, don’t you feel 

embarrassed?” “I’m so embarrassed!” Xia ruofei said without changing his expression,”there are 

specializations in every profession. It’s not embarrassing if you can’t handle it! Besides ... I’m helping out 

of my own free will! They didn’t even ask for a reward ...” “You still want a reward? That’s good!” Lu You 

looked at Jiang Yue, who was beside her, and said,”as long as you help us cure this pot of orchid, I will 

reward you with a beautiful woman!” Jiang Yue’s face turned red instantly. She hit Lu You and 

said,””Youyou, don’t talk nonsense! Brother Xia already has sister Qingxue, why would he be attracted 

to another girl?” Jiang Yue could not help but reveal a trace of resentment towards the end of her 

sentence. Xia ruofei suddenly felt a headache coming on. He smiled awkwardly and did not respond. 

Fortunately, the three of them had already reached their destination, which eased Xia ruofei’s 

embarrassment. This place should have been a classroom. Now, there was a wooden sign hanging at the 

door. On it, the words “gardening club” were written with a brush. The handwriting seemed to have 

some calligraphy skills, and it was very graceful and charming. Lu You saw that Xia ruofei kept looking at 

the words on the wooden sign and smiled.””Xia ruofei, the words on this sign were written by Yueyue! 

She’s a multi – talented beauty!” Xia ruofei looked at Jiang Yue in surprise and said,””These words are 

really well written!” Jiang Yue smiled in embarrassment and said,””Brother Xia, I’m just making it up. It’s 



not as good as you say ...” When Lu You saw Jiang Yue’s behavior in front of Xia ruofei, she could not 

help but shake her head and sigh in her heart. Then, she pushed open the door of the gardening club. 

The three of them walked in together. The tables in the classroom were arranged in a circle against the 

four walls, leaving only the front and back doors open for access. Plants were placed on the tables 

against the wall, and there were a few rows of tables stacked together in the middle of the classroom. 

Some materials, tools, plants, and so on were piled on top of them. Although there were many things, it 

was not messy at all. After entering, Xia ruofei and the other two realized that there were already 

people in the gardening club. The three boys were talking about something around a pot of plants. They 

heard the sound of the door opening and turned around in unison. One of the boys, who was wearing a 

white casual suit and had a head of shiny hair, had his eyes lit up when he saw Lu You. He quickly 

said,””Lu You, you guys are here too!” A tall and strong man beside him immediately looked at Jiang Yue 

and his eyes were filled with joy. As for the last male student, who was wearing a gray down jacket and 

gold – rimmed glasses, he could not help but reveal a stunned expression when he saw Lu You and Jiang 

Yue. The Man in the White Suit looked at Xia ruofei again. He frowned slightly, then quickly relaxed and 

smiled.””Lu You, who is this?” Lu You didn’t answer the boy’s question. She only looked at the boy with 

gold – rimmed glasses and asked with a slight frown,””Peng Hui, who is he?” 

Chapter 336: Expert Xia (1) 

The boy in the White branded casual suit was called Peng Hui, and the tall and strong boy next to him 

was called you Jun. Both of them were members of the gardening club. Of course, the two of them 

didn’t join the gardening club because they were interested in plant cultivation or bonsai. Instead, it was 

purely because of Lu You and Jiang Yue. Peng Hui and you Jun, as well as Lu You and Jiang Yue, were all 

classmates. Peng Hui was attracted by Lu You’s beauty on the first day of university and started to 

pursue Lu You crazily. Peng Hui’s hometown was in xiangnan province. His family was considered a 

prominent family in xiangnan province. Several generations of his family had been in business. Although 

Peng Hui’s father’s generation was not a rich businessman, he still had a family property of tens of 

millions. Therefore, when Peng Hui was pursuing Lu You, he naturally launched a monetary attack. 

However, he didn’t expect Lu You to be so rude to him. His “extravagant spending” didn’t even cause a 

ripple in Lu You’s heart. Lu You was usually very low – Key. Other than her best friend Jiang Yue, no one 

knew that her mother was a member of the Standing Committee of the southeast Provincial Party 

Committee and the Secretary of the three mountains Provincial Party Committee. As for his friend’s best 

friend, you Jun, he had a crush on the shy girl from a humble family, Jiang Yue. However, he was also 

constantly met with obstacles in his pursuit of Jiang Yue. Therefore, after learning that Lu You and Jiang 

Yue had joined the gardening club, the two brothers who were in difficult times had also agreed without 

thinking and applied to join the gardening club. In fact, a large part of the reason why the initially 

unpopular gardening club had so many members was because of the popularity brought by Lu You and 

Jiang Yue. Other than Peng Hui and you Jun, many other boys had joined the gardening club because of 

Lu You and Jiang Yue. As for the guy with gold – rimmed glasses beside Peng Hui and you Jun, even Lu 

You and Jiang Yue didn’t know him. He probably wasn’t from the gardening club. Upon hearing Lu You’s 

question, Peng Hui looked deeply at Xia ruofei and said,””Lu You, this is senior brother Chen Song. He is 

a senior in my high school. He is now a fourth – year student in the gardening major of Southeast 

Agriculture and Forestry University. He has already been guaranteed a postgraduate degree. He is very 

strong in his major!” After Chen Song heard Peng Hui’s introduction of himself, he also revealed a trace 

of unnoticeable pride. Everyone wanted to gain face in front of beautiful women, and Chen Song was no 



exception. “Hello, junior!” He smiled at Lu You. Lu You furrowed her brows slightly. She merely nodded 

her head lightly as a form of greeting. “Peng Hui, why are you guys surrounding that pot of orchid?” Lu 

You asked. Peng Hui immediately showed an expression of wanting to be rewarded and said: “Lu You, 

isn’t this pot of mo orchid sick? I saw that you’ve been in a hurry these days, so I took the initiative to 

invite senior brother Chen from the Agriculture and Forestry University. He’s very knowledgeable in 

plant pests, and he’ll definitely be able to help you solve your problems. ” “Thank you, but there’s no 

need,” Lu You said calmly.”We’ve already invited an expert to help.” Peng Hui’s expression suddenly 

changed slightly, saying: “An expert?” His gaze involuntarily fell on Xia ruofei and he asked,””Is this the 

gentleman?” Lu You nodded her head lightly. She did not want to say much to Peng Hui and only 

said,””Please move aside, don’t block specialist Xia.” Xia ruofei couldn’t help but have a strange look on 

his face. Since when did he become “expert Xia”? Nowadays, the word “expert” was not a pleasant title! 

Especially on the internet, these two words were basically equivalent to ignorant and incompetent 

people who spoke nonsense. However, Peng Hui did not step aside. He opened his mouth and asked: 

“This expert looks very young! I wonder which Research Institute you’re working at?” Xia ruofei smiled 

and was about to clarify when Lu You said,””This has nothing to do with you! Peng Hui, Yueyue and I are 

in charge of this pot of orchid. We have the final say in who we invite!” “That’s true, but as a member of 

the gardening club, I still have the responsibility to help you!” Peng Hui was not angry. He continued to 

smile and said,”moreover, this orchid is going to represent our Sanshan University’s gardening club in 

the flower exhibition. If it is delayed by unreliable people, it will be a disgrace to our entire gardening 

club!” “You’re talking nonsense. You’re the unreliable one!” Jiang Yue’s face turned red with anger.”Big 

brother Xia is very capable. He will definitely be able to cure our orchids!” You Jun’s face turned green 

when he heard this. He did not expect his goddess to be so protective of a pretty boy. Ever since Xia 

ruofei started practicing the strange movements from the little golden man, his skin had become fairer 

and he no longer had the muscular look he had in the Army. The terrifying strength of his body was 

hidden in his seemingly thin body. “Yue, Peng Hui’s right.” You Jun looked at Xia ruofei with hostility and 

said,”senior brother Chen is the real knowledgeable person. He also studied orchid cultivation and pest 

control at the University of Agriculture and Forestry. He’s much more reliable than some so – called 

experts!” “You Jun, don’t you dare slander brother Xia!” Jiang Yue said angrily,”also, I’ve told you 800 

times. Please don’t call me ‘Xiao Yue’ anymore. I’m not close to you!” You Jun’s face turned red and 

white at once. He looked very embarrassed and resentful at the same time. He couldn’t help but look at 

Xia ruofei with hostility. At this moment, Chen Song, who had been silent all this while, smiled and asked 

Xia ruofei,””Sir, it’s very complicated to control pests and diseases for orchids. I’ve also seen this pot of 

orchid just now. If it’s not treated in time, it may wither and die very soon. I advise you not to show off. 

Otherwise, you won’t be able to stand out and instead leave a bad impression on the beautiful woman. 

It’s not worth it.” “Thank you for your concern. However, since I’ve promised Lu You and Jiang Yue, I’ll 

naturally cure this pot of orchids,” Xia ruofei replied with a faint smile. Lu You and Jiang Yue’s eyes lit up 

at the same time. Lu You thought that this was more like what Xia ruofei would say! This fellow was still 

making excuses just now! It seemed that giving him some pressure was quite good ... Jiang Yue, on the 

other hand, was basically the type of fangirl. No matter what Xia ruofei said, she would find him 

stunningly handsome. Her pair of bright and beautiful eyes were so bright that it was as if stars were 

shining in them. Peng Hui and the other two’s faces all became a bit ugly, the three of them looked at 

each other, and finally it was Peng Hui who gritted his teeth and said: “Lu You, if it were any other plant 

or potted plant, I definitely wouldn’t interfere. However, this orchid is going to participate in the 

exhibition. It concerns the reputation of the gardening club and even the entire Sanshan University. I 



won’t give up so easily. If you insist on your opinion, then let’s go to the president to make a decision!” 

“Peng Hui, what do you want?” Lu You’s expression was cold as she said,”you’re overstepping your 

boundaries! Does this orchid have anything to do with you?” “I’m doing this for the horticultural 

church!” Peng Hui put on an innocent expression and said,”how about this, since you’ve invited this 

expert Xia over, I think we should let him and senior Chen take a look at this pot of mo orchid. We’ll 

listen to their analysis and opinions before deciding who to ask for help, is that okay?” Lu You furrowed 

her brows and wanted to reject him immediately. She was a very strong – willed person by nature. Peng 

Hui’s actions had already caused her to develop a strong aversion towards Qianqian. This pot of mo 

orchid was originally the responsibility of her and Jiang Yue. Moreover, the seedlings of the mo orchid 

were found by her through a friend of her mother. It was a relatively precious species and should be up 

to her and Jiang Yue to decide how to deal with it. What right did Peng Hui have to interfere? However, 

before Lu You could speak, Xia ruofei spoke first,””I agree!” 

Chapter 337: I can cure (1) 

“Brother Xia!” Jiang Yue called out worriedly. Lu You also frowned and said,”Xia ruofei, why did you 

agree to compete with him?” This orchid is mine, and Yueyue and I have been taking care of it. We can 

decide for ourselves!” Peng Hui smiled hypocritically at the side: “Lu You, don’t tell me you have no 

confidence in expert Xia? He had already agreed to it! Besides, there’s strength in numbers. I’m doing 

this for the sake of our gardening club, aren’t I?” Lu You snorted coldly and ignored Peng Hui. You Jun 

looked at Xia ruofei with hostility and mocked,””Specialist Xia, if you don’t dare, it’s not too late to 

regret it now. There’s a beauty to protect you anyway ...” Xia ruofei glanced at you Jun and Peng Hui 

indifferently. This kind of low – Level provocation was extremely childish in Xia ruofei’s eyes. He didn’t 

even have the interest to respond. These people were only university students, while Xia ruofei had 

experienced life and death situations on the battlefield and was diagnosed with a terminal illness. His 

mentality was completely different from these greenhouse flowers in an ivory tower. Moreover, he 

could talk and laugh with senior officials in the political world such as elder song, Tian Huilan, and big 

shots in the business world such as MA Xiong and Tang He. Therefore, although he was only a few years 

older than Peng Hui and the others, these people were no different from children in his eyes. Chen Song 

saw that Xia ruofei did not go back on his words and looked at Xia ruofei arrogantly. He said,””Mr. Xia, 

I’ve examined this pot of orchids carefully just now. Now, we’ll give you some time. You should take a 

good look too!” Xia ruofei walked to the pot of orchids and took a casual look at it. “”That’s enough, you 

go first!” Chen Song could not help but be stunned. He said,”You ... You’re done?” Xia ruofei nodded. 

“You’re not joking with me right?” Chen Song frowned and said,”the condition of this pot of orchids is 

very complicated. You can understand everything with just a glance?” “This is my business.” Xia ruofei 

said indifferently,”since you want to have a competition, then tell me your opinion first.” “Hmph!” Chen 

Song coldly snorted and said,”if that’s the case, then I’ll throw the brick to lure the Jade!” After he 

finished, he cleared his throat and pointed at the pot of orchid.””It’s obvious that this pot of orchid is a 

Black Orchid. Although the Black Orchid is a relatively common type of orchid, this pot of Black Orchid is 

not ordinary. If I’m not wrong, this should be one of the ten wondrous flowers of the Black Orchid, the 

‘jade lion’. Everyone, look. Its flower shape is like the rising wind of a Green Lion. This is the distinctive 

feature of the Jade lion. ” Hearing this, Xia ruofei still had an indifferent expression. Peng Hui and you 

Jun were originally looking at Xia ruofei with a smug expression, but when they saw Xia ruofei’s 

nonchalant expression, the two of them suddenly felt bored and looked away at the same time. Lu You 

frowned.”There’s no need to say much about the breed of this pot of Black Orchid. Everyone in the 



gardening club knows it very well.” Lu You’s words naturally meant that Peng Hui and you Jun had told 

Chen Song in advance. Chen song’s expression slightly froze. He quickly continued,”Then let’s talk about 

the situation of this jade lion! I think it’s leaf blight. Look, there are obvious grayish – Brown spots on the 

leaves, and the area of the spots is very large. Some of the leaves have already withered and fallen off. 

It’s obvious that the disease is very serious. ” When Chen Song said this, he looked at Xia ruofei, who 

had a normal expression, and continued,””As for the suggestions on how to handle it, first of all, you 

have to stop watering the orchids and spray 75% of the hundred – fungi wetter powder, 600 times 

liquid, once every ten days or so, two to three times in a row! In addition, to prevent the spread of the 

disease, the pots of orchids next to it should also be sprayed with 1:100 drops of Bordeaux mixture. ” 

“I’m done. Expert Xia, it’s your turn to give your opinion!” Chen Song said as he looked at Xia ruofei. You 

Jun immediately shouted,””See that? Senior brother Chen’s analysis was very reasonable, and there was 

also a feasible treatment plan. This was what a professional should do! Some people call themselves 

experts. I’m afraid they can’t even tell what illness Mo Lan has!” “Expert Xia, if you really don’t know 

how to do it, then just repeat what senior Chen said!” Peng Hui also said sarcastically. Before Xia ruofei 

could say anything, Lu You glanced at the two of them as if they were idiots. Then, Lu You said,”are you 

done?” Don’t you feel that what this senior brother Chen said sounds familiar?” Peng Hui and you Jun 

were both stunned. “What do you mean?” Chen Song asked with a slight frown. Jiang Yue, who was 

standing beside Lu You, also reacted. She immediately shouted,””I remember now! This was almost 

exactly the same as the analysis of teacher Liu from the School of Bioengineering a few days ago! We 

also used something called hundred bacteria control, but it didn’t have any effect!” Peng Hui’s 

expression changed slightly. He tried to recall carefully and realized that Jiang Yue was right. Chen song’s 

analysis and solution were almost the same as what teacher Liu had said a few days ago. What was even 

worse was that the gardening club had already followed teacher Liu’s instructions and sprayed a 

hundred – Junqing solution. However, not only did Mo Lan not recover, her condition seemed to have 

worsened. In other words, Xia ruofei did not even need to say anything. It was clear that Chen song’s 

analysis and solution were wrong! How did this happen? Peng Hui cried out in his heart. At this moment, 

you Jun also snorted coldly and said,”So what if it’s the same? Senior brother Chen and teacher Liu were 

both professionals in this, so it was normal for their judgment to be similar! However, there’s an expert 

who hasn’t expressed his opinion yet!” Lu You was very disappointed with the top student of the 

Agriculture and Forestry University that Peng Hui had invited. Initially, after listening to Peng Hui’s 

introduction, Lu You had a faint trace of anticipation in her heart. She did not expect that Chen Song 

would not come up with an effective method at all. Instead, he mentioned some methods that had 

already been tested and failed. Lu You couldn’t help but look at Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei smiled and pointed 

at the pot of orchid.””I’m not as long – winded as this student. I only have one thing to say: I can cure 

Mo Lan’s illness!” What? Peng Hui and the other two looked at each other. This was an expert? There 

was no analysis, just one sentence: I can cure it! He couldn’t be selling great strength pills on the streets, 

right?! Cure all diseases? This was too much of a joke! Chen Song couldn’t help but ask,”Mr. Xia, tell me 

how you’re going to treat it!” You’re telling me that you can cure her?” Xia ruofei shrugged and 

said,”why not?” Wasn’t the analysis all for the sake of treating this pot of mo orchid? I told you I can 

cure it!” “I think you’re just bragging!” Chen Song sneered. Even I, a professional in this field, can’t see 

the real problem of this pot of orchids, and you can tell with just a glance? Since you already know, why 

don’t you dare to tell everyone?” Xia ruofei smiled and did not say anything. He did not want to respond 

to Chen song’s question. “I’m the gold medal winner of the last Southeast province flower exhibition!” 

Chen Song said,”may I know what awards you’ve won?” “I can cure the disease of this orchid.” “I’m an 



outstanding graduate from the school of landscaping. I’m guaranteed a postgraduate degree this year. 

My supervisor is also an expert in orchid cultivation!” “I can cure the disease of this orchid.” “I’ve dealt 

with several large – scale orchid pests and diseases, and I’ve succeeded every time!” “I can cure the 

disease of this orchid.” “Can’t you change your words? Do you only know how to say this?” Chen Song 

had an impulse to go berserk. “I can cure the disease of this orchid ...” 

Chapter 338: A three – day appointment (1) 

Lu You and Jiang Yue couldn’t help but smile when they saw Xia ruofei’s Rascal – like behavior. Peng Hui 

and you Jun looked at Xia ruofei with strange expressions. They felt that this “expert Xia” was not 

reliable at all. Chen Song was so angry that his face and ears turned red. He coldly snorted and said,”I 

can’t be bothered to say so much to a layman like you!” After saying that, Chen Song looked at Lu You 

and said,””Junior, I know that this pot of orchids is yours and you have the right to make the decision. 

However, the Jade lion is very precious, so I hope that you can consider it carefully. Although my 

judgment just now may be wrong, I’m a major in this field. Give me some time and I’ll definitely find the 

real cause!” Lu You smiled faintly.”Thank you. However, since Xia ruofei said that he can cure this 

orchid, then he can definitely cure it. So, I won’t trouble you.” “You guys ...” Chen Song was speechless. 

In his opinion, this was simply child’s play! Chen song’s expression was also somewhat unhappy. He 

looked at Peng Hui and said: “Peng Hui, since they don’t need me here, then I’ll be going back!” “Senior 

brother Chen, please wait a moment ...” Peng Hui quickly said. Peng Hui then looked into Xia ruofei’s 

eyes and asked,””Mr. Xia, you promised me just now. I want to know what will happen if you can’t cure 

this jade lion?” “If it can’t be cured, then it can’t be cured!” Jiang Yue immediately rushed to say,”this 

pot of orchids belongs to Youyou and me. We don’t mind. What can you do about it?” Peng Hui’s 

expression froze while you Jun’s face turned ashen. Even a fool could tell that Jiang Yue’s heart was 

completely attached to Xia ruofei. No matter who it was, as long as they revealed any ill – intent 

towards Xia ruofei, she would immediately step out to defend them. Just as Peng Hui was about to use 

the name of the gardening club as an excuse, Xia ruofei had already smiled and waved at Jiang Yue, 

saying,””Jiang Yue, it’s alright. Since I’ve already said it, I’ll definitely cure this potted flower.” After that, 

Xia ruofei asked,””What time is the flower exhibition that you’re going to attend?” “Big brother Xia,” 

Jiang Yue immediately replied,”the exhibition will be held next Wednesday. According to the usual 

practice, we will send the flowers and plants for exhibition to the venue for decorations on Tuesday.” 

Xia ruofei calculated and said,””That means there are still six days. How about this, give me three days. 

Three days later, I’ll return you a pot of healthy Mo Lan.” “Mr. Xia, your arrogance ... Uh ... Sorry, it’s self 

– confidence ... We’ve all seen your self – confidence, but you haven’t told us what you’ll do if you can’t 

be cured?” Peng Hui said with a fake smile. Xia ruofei shrugged and said,”can’t be cured?” If you can’t 

cure it, I’ll compensate you with a pot of orchids, and its value will definitely not be lower than this pot 

of Jade Lions!” “Big words!” You Jun immediately shouted when he heard this. Do you know how much 

this pot of jade lion is worth? Even Peng Hui might not be able to afford it, and you’re saying that you’ll 

pay for it with a big grin, can you afford it?” Jiang Yue’s eyebrows shot up and she subconsciously 

prepared to refute you Jun. However, this time, Lu You spoke first. She said indifferently,””If Xia ruofei 

can’t afford it, then no one else in this house can!” When Lu You said this, Peng Hui and the other two 

took a deep breath at the same time. Then, they sized Xia ruofei up with a strange look. Xia ruofei did 

not have the hobby of pursuing luxury brands. He usually wore clothes that were comfortable, so he 

seemed ordinary to Peng Hui and the others. Especially when Peng Hui came from a well – to – do family 

and was covered in branded goods, he would naturally have a sense of superiority when he saw Xia 



ruofei. However, from what Lu You said, this ‘expert Xia’ seemed to be quite rich. In fact, he was even 

richer than Peng Hui. After Lu You finished speaking, she no longer paid attention to Peng Hui and the 

rest. She directly said,””It’s decided! Xia ruofei, I’ll leave this pot of orchid to you. I don’t care what 

method you use, just help me cure it. ” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”no problem!” I’ll bring it back first and 

send it back in three days. ” “Mm! “Thank you ...” Lu You nodded and said. Jiang Yue also smiled sweetly 

at Xia ruofei and said,””Thank you, brother Xia!” “You’re welcome,” Xia ruofei said with a smile. Peng 

Hui coldly snorted and said: “In that case, let’s wait for three days to witness master Xia’s miraculous 

skills! We’ll be coming over with the students from the Garden Club ...” Chen Song also stared at Xia 

ruofei and said with a fake smile,””I’m also very curious about master Xia’s methods. I’ll come and join in 

the fun three days later ...” After that, the three of them no longer asked for a rebuff and left the 

gardening club. After Peng Hui and the rest left, Jiang Yue asked worriedly,””Brother Xia, are you really 

confident? Didn’t you just say that you’ve never raised orchids before?” “I’ve never raised an orchid 

before!” “Then why did you ...” Jiang Yue could not help but ask anxiously. Lu You looked at Jiang Yue 

speechlessly and said,”Yueyue, why are you worried about him? He used to be a soldier and had never 

grown vegetables before! Didn’t you still grow the Paradise vegetables?” Xia ruofei replied innocently,”I 

don’t think so!” I’ve grown vegetables for two months in the new recruits ...” “I can’t be bothered with 

you!” Lu You rolled her eyes at Xia ruofei and said,”let’s go, let’s go ... Don’t forget to return us a pot of 

healthy Molan in three days!” I don’t want to see Peng Hui and the others “smug faces!” Xia ruofei 

grinned and said,”don’t worry!” It’s just a few wimpy kids, their expressions will be very interesting 

when the time comes. ” With that, Xia ruofei walked over and picked up the pot of orchid. He left the 

gardening club with Lu You and Jiang Yue. When they arrived at the parking lot downstairs, Xia ruofei 

placed Mo Lan on the mat of the front passenger seat of the pickup truck. Then, he closed the door and 

went around to the other side of the driver’s seat to get in. He rolled down the window and stuck his 

head out.”Lu You, Jiang Yue,” he said.”I’ll go back first then!” Lu You nodded, while Jiang Yue said 

gratefully,””Thank you, brother Xia!” Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand. Then, he started the car and 

stepped on the gas, leaving the old teaching building. He originally wanted to look for Ling Qingxue, but 

after thinking about it, he figured that Ling Qingxue was probably still sulking. If he were to visit her 

now, he would be asking for a snub, so he decided to drive straight back to Peach Blossom Farm. Xia 

ruofei had kept the orchid in the new space on the way. After returning to his room in the farm villa, he 

took out the Molan and took out a bottle of petal solution from his space. He watered a portion of the 

Molan’s roots and then put the rest of the petal solution into the watering can. He sprayed a lot of the 

petal solution on the Molan’s petals and mutated leaves. After that, Xia ruofei put Mo Lan into the 

original space where time was 30 times slower than the outside world and left her alone. …… In the blink 

of an eye, three days had passed. Xia ruofei drove to Sanshan University with the pot of orchid. When 

his car arrived in front of the old teaching building, he realized that other than Lu You and Jiang Yue, 

there were more than a dozen students waiting downstairs. Among them were Peng Hui, you Jun, and 

Chen Song, whom he had met three days ago. There were also eight or nine students he did not 

recognize. They were probably students from the gardening club. As soon as Xia ruofei’s car stopped, 

Jiang Yue quickly came forward and asked,””Brother Xia, how is it?” 

Chapter 339: Have you finished loading that thing? 

Jiang Yue’s eyes were filled with worry. In comparison, Lu You was much calmer. She had seen Xia ruofei 

create miracles time and time again. Unknowingly, she had developed a blind trust in Xia ruofei. Peng 

Hui, who was at the side, said in a strange tone: “With master Xia here, what problem can there be? 



Master Xia, I’ve specially called all the students from the gardening club over. Let’s all witness the 

miracle you’ve created!” Xia ruofei glanced at Peng Hui and said,””You’re really considerate ...” With 

that, Xia ruofei pushed the door open and got out of the car. Lu You also cast a questioning look at Xia 

ruofei. Xia ruofei nodded slightly at her and gave her an affirmative look. Lu You’s face instantly revealed 

a smile. At this moment, a tall and thin boy walked over and asked,””Lu You, is this Mr. Xia?” Lu You 

nodded and said to Xia ruofei,””Xia ruofei, this is the president of our landscaper club. He’s senior Xia 

Cheng from the College of Bioengineering. He’s in his fourth year today.” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded 

at Xia Cheng,””Hello, President Xia. We’re still from the same family!” Xia Cheng also chuckled and 

said,”Mr. Xia, you can just call me Xia Cheng. I heard from Peng Hui that you can cure that precious jade 

lion, and it will only take three days. I was very curious, so I came to take a look. I wonder how the Jade 

lion is doing now?” Before Xia ruofei could speak, Chen Song, who was with Peng Hui and the rest, came 

over and pouted.””Xia Cheng, you’re considered half a professional now. How could you believe such a 

ridiculous thing? I heard that a teacher from your side couldn’t even settle it! Besides, the treatment of 

the disease in the orchid requires a long process. How can it be recovered in three days?” Xia Cheng 

smiled.”Just because we can’t do it doesn’t mean that everyone can ‘t. Perhaps Mr. Xia already has a 

plan in mind!” “Xia Cheng,” Chen Song sneered,”I know that Sanshan University has placed all their 

hopes on that orchid for this Flower Fair, but I advise you to keep such unrealistic fantasies to yourself! 

Everything must be done with science. ” After Xia Cheng heard this, her expression turned ugly. Chen 

Song, on the other hand, looked at Lu You with a burning gaze before he said to Xia Cheng,””Xia Cheng, 

we’ve known each other for a long time. Don’t say that I’m not a good friend. I even brought you a pot 

of orchids this time. Although it’s not as precious as the Jade lion, it’s definitely enough for you to 

participate in the flower exhibition. Even if it’s not as good as the flowers exhibited by our Agriculture 

and Forestry University, at least it won’t be the last.” After Jiang Yue heard this, she could not help but 

frown,””How do you know that brother Xia can’t cure our Mo Lan? This is an exhibition that Sanshan 

University’s gardening club is participating in. We don’t need to borrow other people’s orchids to 

cheat!” Xia Cheng did not reject him directly, but hesitated. It wasn’t just Xia Cheng. The other students 

of the horticultural church were also discussing this in low voices. “This Chen Song is too arrogant! 

Aren’t they bullying us because there’s no one in Sanshan University’s gardening club?” “You can’t say 

that. It’s not bad that he’s willing to lend us a pot of orchids! Without Lu You’s pot of ink orchid, we can’t 

bring out any other flowers at all. We’ll definitely be at the bottom of the list if we go to the exhibition! 

That’ll be a real loss of face!” “How do you know that pot of mo orchid won’t work? I think Lu You and 

Jiang Yue are pretty confident in that Mr. Xia!” “Stop joking! Is this your first day in the garden Arts 

Club? That pot of orchid was so seriously ill that it might not even recover in 30 days, let alone three 

days. Besides, even Mr. Xu couldn’t find the real cause of the illness. Xia ruofei is so young. I don’t think 

he can even find the cause!” “I don’t think so ...” Obviously, Chen Song had also heard everyone’s 

discussion. He could not help but reveal a proud expression. He quickly walked to the Toyota parked at 

the side and took out a pot of orchids. “Xia Cheng,” Chen Song said to Xia Cheng,”this pot is a new 

species of Hui LAN, the yellow flower, yellow tongue, and plain heart.” The leaves were half slanted, 

thick and strong, and the tongue was yellow like jade. The grass was also yellow, with a little bit of the 

smell of deformed spotted grass. It was a very unique vegetarian heart. Originally, we were planning to 

use this pot of Hui LAN to attend the flower show, but later we had better options, so we didn’t choose 

it. ” When Xia Cheng saw the pot of Hui LAN that Chen Song brought over, her eyes couldn’t help but 

light up as she revealed a look of admiration. Most of the students in the garden art Club knew what was 

good. Everyone could see that this pot of Hui LAN was indeed a rare and exquisite product. Although it 



was not as precious as the Jade lion, it was definitely not an ordinary product. Although the Jade lion 

was precious, it had been seriously ill. Even if this pot of Hui LAN was slightly inferior, it was still much 

better than the other flowers in their gardening club that couldn’t be presented. The students of the 

Garden Club couldn’t help but discuss in low voices. Chen Song placed Hui LAN on the ground, feeling a 

little proud. Then, he looked at Lu You and said,””Junior Lu, as long as you say the word, I’ll lend this pot 

of Hui LAN to your Sanshan University. Just treat it as us making friends.” Peng Hui furrowed his brows 

secretly. He had initially asked Chen Song to come over to support him, but Chen Song seemed to have 

other thoughts about Lu You. This made him very uncomfortable. However, you Jun, who was standing 

at the side, did not have such thoughts. His target was Jiang Yue, who was by Lu You’s side. As long as 

Chen Song did not have any intention of pursuing Jiang Yue, he naturally did not care. Therefore, you 

Jun immediately said,’senior Xia Cheng, Lu You, this pot of Hui LAN is really not bad! I think it’s better to 

be down – to – Earth and borrow this pot of Hui LAN to deal with the flower exhibition first than to have 

unrealistic hopes of a miracle happening ...” Xia Cheng also revealed a look of interest as he looked at Lu 

You. Lu You pouted and turned to look at Xia ruofei. She said,””You’ve been watching the show for so 

long, it’s time for you to take out my Mo Lan!” Xia ruofei chuckled.”I’m just embarrassed. I didn’t want 

to interrupt his act.” Jiang Yue couldn’t help but burst out laughing and said,”Brother Xia, you’re 

swearing ...” Xia ruofei shrugged and said with an innocent look,””Is there? Didn’t I just use ‘that’ 

instead?” “You’re just good with words, aren’t you?”Chen song’s face darkened. If you have the ability, 

then bring out the mo Lan you cured! Everyone knew that it was impossible! Maybe you came here 

without fear because you have money, so you bought a pot of more precious orchids!” The more Chen 

Song spoke, the more he felt that his analysis made sense. He continued,”But so what? That doesn’t 

change the fact that you’ve been bragging! Although this pot of Hui LAN isn’t particularly precious, I’ve 

cultivated it myself with great care, and it’s full of sincerity!” Xia ruofei smiled faintly and said,”I didn’t 

say anything since I got off the car. You’ve already finished talking.” I’ll just ask, when did I say that the 

orchid wasn’t cured?” With that, Xia ruofei opened the door to the passenger’s seat and took out a 

flower pot. He placed it gently on the ground. Then he pouted and said,”well ... Three days is too short. I 

can only recover to this extent. If I can’t meet the standards for the flower exhibition, I’m willing to 

admit my loss. I’ll go buy another pot of orchids now.” Peng Hui immediately replied,”haha!” He had 

really blown his own trumpet! Three days ago, didn’t you Pat your chest and say that it would be no 

problem? Why is it now ...” Peng Hui was speaking halfway when he felt that the surroundings were very 

quiet. Then he found that everyone was staring at the pot of orchids on the ground, their eyes full of 

disbelief. Peng Hui also cast his gaze over, somewhat puzzled. Hiss ... Peng Hui immediately sucked in a 

breath of cold air, his entire body as if petrified. 

Chapter 340: The reborn gentleman of flowers (1) 

The pot of orchid was quietly placed on the ground. No one spoke. The entire place was silent, and 

everyone’s breathing became heavy. This pot of orchid no longer looked sickly like it did three days ago. 

Its leaves were emerald green and exuded vitality. Moreover, this pot of orchid had bloomed with 

several flowers. The petals were quite fat and smooth, especially the several huge golden noses. 

Together with the several colorful tongues, it looked like a Green Lion. It was just like its name. The most 

unbelievable thing was that even though the Jade lion was very beautiful before the onset of the illness, 

it was far from having the spiritual charm it had now. This was also the highest realm pursued by orchid 

lovers. The pot of flowers was just quietly placed there, but it gave people a fresh and refined feeling of 

noble character. It was believed that even people who had never appreciated orchids would 



immediately feel the modest demeanor of a gentleman among flowers as soon as they saw this pot of 

black orchids. What was even more unbelievable was that in just three days, this pot of ink orchid 

seemed to have grown a lot. The width and length of the leaves, as well as the number of flowers, were 

all more than three days ago. “Brother Xia, this is incredible ...” Jiang Yue could not help but exclaim in 

admiration,”how did you do it?” Jiang Yue’s words brought Xia Cheng and the rest back to their senses. 

They all turned to look at Xia ruofei. It was obvious that everyone had the same question in their minds. 

Only Lu You’s expression was still normal. From her perspective, Xia ruofei was someone who was good 

at creating miracles. Although the changes in this pot of ink orchid had surprised her, it was not to the 

extent of disbelief. Peng Hui, you Jun, and the others “faces were a bit ugly, especially Chen Song, who 

had taken out the pot of Hui LAN to show off. His face was red and white, and his expression was quite 

wonderful! Xia ruofei smiled and did not answer Jiang Yue’s question. Instead, he asked,””How is it? Is 

everyone satisfied with the extent of recovery of the orchid?” Actually, Xia ruofei did not know much 

about orchids. However, when he saw everyone’s expressions, he realized that things were a little too 

good. A few days ago, he had made a three – day promise. In order to ensure that nothing went wrong, 

he watered the pot of orchid with a relatively strong petal solution and put it in the original space. 

Therefore, although three days had passed in the outside world, in reality, this pot of orchid had already 

spent three months in the original space. Such a long period of time was enough for it to absorb all the 

petal solution. As for the condition of this pot of Mo Lan, Xia ruofei naturally did not know what illness it 

had. However, this was not important. With three months ‘time and the watering of the petal solution, 

the mo Lan had naturally recovered completely. Moreover, under the nourishment of the spiritual Qi in 

the space, this pot of Black Orchid had grown a lot, and unconsciously, it had a bit more of the charm of 

a gentleman among flowers. Xia Cheng said with an excited expression,””I’m more than satisfied! This is 

a huge surprise!” “Yes, brother Xia!” Jiang Yue said happily,”not only has this pot of mo orchid been 

reborn, but you’ve also raised it to have a trace of spirit. This is great!” The students of the garden art 

Club were also shocked and they couldn’t help but talk about it. “My heavens! This brother that Lu You 

found is so awesome!” “He’s simply a fierce person! “I know about that pot of mo orchid. Even teacher 

Xu was helpless. Everyone said that it would wither and die before the flower exhibition, but he actually 

saved it in three days ...” “It’s not as simple as saving her life!” Another person exclaimed,”it’s not an 

exaggeration to say that he’s been Reborn! If that orchid had participated in the flower exhibition, it 

could have at most kept its place in the top three. But now, it’s very likely that it’ll even win the gold 

Prize!” “It’s said that orchids have a divine charm. I’ve finally seen it today!” “What an expert ...” They 

seemed to have forgotten that a few minutes ago, almost no one believed that Xia ruofei could cure the 

orchid. They were all skeptical. Now, Xia ruofei did not say anything. He just took out the pot of orchid 

and placed it on the ground. Almost everyone was convinced. Lu You bit her lower lip and her eyes 

bloomed with a strange light. She looked at Xia ruofei and asked,””Have you really never raised orchids 

before?” Xia ruofei nodded and said,”no!” I raised pigs in the Army before ...” Pfft ... A few girls couldn’t 

help but laugh when they heard this, and Jiang Yue was even more so. Raising orchids was such an 

elegant thing! This Xia ruofei actually compared raising orchids to raising pigs. Was there a comparison 

between the two? Lu You couldn’t help but roll her eyes at Xia ruofei. She thought to herself,”I didn’t 

have to ask. Even if this guy has never raised orchids before, he can still create such a miracle because 

he’s always been good at creating miracles.” “So, I’ve completed my mission?” Xia ruofei asked with a 

smile. Lu You nodded and said,”thanks!” I owe you a favor ...” The students of the Garden Club looked at 

Xia ruofei with envy. Lu You and Jiang Yue were the most popular girls in the gardening club. To be 

honest, almost all the boys present had secretly liked Lu You or Jiang Yue before. It was just that they 



had not shown it as obviously as Peng Hui and you Jun. It was a pity that Lu You was too cold and aloof, 

and Jiang Yue was too shy. None of them had ever been able to get close to these two beauties. That 

was why they were so envious of Xia ruofei. As for Peng Hui, you Jun, and Chen Song, they were filled 

with jealousy. Chen song’s expression was especially unsightly. Not far from this pot of jade lion Mo Lan, 

there was the pot of Hui LAN that Chen Song had brought. A few minutes ago, Chen Song was still proud 

of himself. He felt like he was the Savior of the world. At the most difficult time for Sanshan University’s 

gardening club, he had selflessly offered this pot of fine orchid to help them solve their urgent needs. 

But now, Chen Song felt like a clown. The pot of Hui LAN was as eye – catching as the red Nose of a 

clown. He couldn’t wait for a divine lightning to suddenly fall from the sky and destroy the pot of Hui 

LAN. Xia ruofei’s gaze passed through the crowd and landed on Chen Song. He said indifferently,””This 

student, it seems that the gardening club of Sanshan University doesn’t need your ‘sincerity’ anymore 

...” Chen Song said in a flustered and exasperated manner,”Hmph! Even if you can cure this plant, 

there’s nothing to be proud of!” Then, Chen Song sneered and continued,”Xia Cheng, do you know why I 

agreed to lend you this Hui LAN?” That’s because our Agriculture and Forestry University’s gardening 

department found a pot of top – grade yang Lotus! Compared to our pot of orchids, your jade lion is still 

a little lacking! Hehe ... I’m afraid your dream of winning the gold medal in the flower exhibition will be 

dashed!” 

 


